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IN EDVARD GRIEG’S 1875 ORCHESTRAL PIECE “IN THE HALL 
of the Mountain King,” the Norwegian composer’s titular 
hero, Peer Gynt, faces the supreme troll in his troglodyte 
home, surrounded by courtier goblins and gnomes. A 

tremendous uproar fl oods the hall, echoed in the music’s 
crescendo. Like Grieg’s opus, southeast Alaska’s karst caves—
though much quieter—suggest the fantastical. Th eir fl owstone 
formations of water-dissolved, deposited calcium carbonate 
mimic dwarfi sh architecture: stalactite pillars, petrifi ed trellises, 
and fl uted balconies.

With over two miles of rugged passages, Prince of Wales 
Island’s El Capitan is the state’s longest mapped cave, one of hun-
dreds that tunnel the Panhandle’s soluble limestone. Paleontolo-
gists have unearthed fossilized bones of foxes, wolverines, bears, 
ermines, and other Pleistocene fauna there. 

A boardwalk and wooden stairway with 367 steps snake 
through lush hemlock-spruce forest to the cave’s mouth. Near 
the locked steel gate, a sign warns visitors of falling rocks, 
sudden fl ooding, and “deep & sudden pits.” Only enter the 
Mountain King’s hall prepared with multiple light sources, ropes, 
ascenders, and survival gear! If the thrills won’t keep you alert, 
underground weather—ice-cold, muskeg-born water dripping 
down your neck—will.

In 1990, Ketchikan caver Kevin Allred did enter to discover an 

ossuary of chestnut-colored black bear bones, which he dubbed 
the Hibernaculum. Th e bear den fossils, the fi rst such found in 
these parts, looked exquisite; they formed a complete skeleton 
larger than any modern black bear’s, a bone puzzle 10,750 years 
old. Brown bear remains close by proved to be 1,500 years older. 
Combined with the cave’s stable environment, the chemically 
basic nature of its rocks and water had preserved the bones 
much better than the forest’s acidic surface layers would have. 
A Forest Service trailer downhill from the entrance served as a 
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makeshift lab during the exploration, 
while a spring fed by El Capitan’s subter-
ranean river supplied the scientists  
with water.

The importance of these crypt-like 
chambers cannot be stressed enough. 
Forty-five invertebrate species live there, 
including three newly discovered ones. 
They are critical roosts and wintering 
places for five kinds of bats. River otters 
follow scent trails into the dark, commut-
ing to protective dens. Alkaline karst 
waters benefit salmon smolts, trout, and 
trees, and the caves’ high-latitude, 
temperate-rainforest, archipelago setting 
is unique. Clear-cutting and climate 
change threaten this hydrological web. 
Visitors, too, should tread lightly in these 
netherworlds.

As discoveries at El Capitan sparked 
more extensive searches, other Ice Age 
secrets came to light. The nearby, tellingly 
named On Your Knees Cave—located 
during a 1993 logging survey—helped 
revise the theory of peoples’ migrations 
into the New World. Its crawlways yielded 
bear bones up to 41,600 years old. The 
faunal strata also held bones from 
seabirds, sea lions, seals, marmots, 
lemmings, voles, and caribou, some 

dragged there by carnivores. Younger 
layers contained fire-cracked stones, a 
stone spear point, and microblades, plus 
the lower jaw, pelvis, and bone tool of a 
human occupant. The Tlingit, who had 
used these caves for centuries, gave 
permission to further examine the finds. 
The remains of Shuká Káa (“Man Ahead of 
Us”) were later transferred to the Craig 
and Klawock tribes for ceremonial burial. 
Dated to 10,300 years ago, the bone tool 

Visit El Capitan Cave
Situated near the northern tip of Prince of 
Wales Island (three hours by ferry from 
Ketchikan), El Capitan Cave can be reached 
by car, boat, or plane. It’s a three-hour drive 
from either Thorne Bay or Craig. Follow 
Forest Service Road 20 to Forest Service 
Road 15 and turn left, driving about a mile 
to the cave. Watch for signs. There’s a 
USFS dock for dinghies and floatplanes in 
El Capitan Passage. Visitation is possible 
only through the summer months and with 
a Forest Service naturalist-ranger. (No 
charge.) For reservations, call the Thorne 
Bay Ranger District (907-828-3304) at least 
two days in advance.

showed that, against common perception, 
this stretch of the Northwest was not 
glaciated at the time. It allowed passage 
south, adding another, coastal, corridor 
for the peopling of the Americas. Despite 
the ensuing media frenzy, the Tongass 
National Forest’s caves remain little 
known even to many Alaskans.

Snowhole Cave, Starlight Cave, Puffin 
Grotto, Mossy Abyss; Colon Crawl, 
Shelob’s Lair, Rumbling Pit, Robin Falls, 
Steam Room, Son of a Beach…It’s a 
wormhole mess of sensations, of shapes 
and textures in pastel-mineral tones. 
Mapmaking cavers enjoy naming these 
features as much as rock climbers do 
cruxes and routes, and their coinages stir 
our imaginations. Still, despite all visual, 
aural, and tactile extravagances, the voids’ 
deepest allure takes hold only with 
headlamps switched off: darkness like 
nowhere else on Earth—the planet’s dank, 
primal embrace.  

Michael Engelhard is the author of Ice Bear: 
The Cultural History of an Arctic Icon and of 
American Wild: Explorations from the Grand 
Canyon to the Arctic Ocean, a Foreword 
INDIES gold medalist. He lives in Flagstaff, 
Arizona, and works as a wilderness guide.

Limestone cave formations.
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